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Alcohol
“crackdown”
overblown

www.xavier.edu/newswire

Library begins to resemble a library

Dean of Students feels public
perception is innaccurate
“As of now, nothing has
changed with the alcohol
Despite public percep- policy except the fact that
tion, Xavier is not enforcing we have to have police ofalcohol policies more strict- ficers at all Senior Board
ly than last year, according events. Everything else
to Dean of Students Dr. Lu- must be rumors because I
know nothing about them,”
ther Smith.
said Olinger.
At least not yet.
Smith pointed out that
“In the future, though
not this academic year, I Xavier has always mandatdo believe we’re going to ed a campus police presence
take more of an approach at any Xavier programming
of holding people more ac- involving alcohol, with the
countable for underage con- one notable exception being
Senior Night at Dana Garsumption,” said Smith.
Smith hinted at one pos- dens, as Cincinnati Police
sible way that students could are present there.
Whether or not Xavier
face disciplinary action for
underage alcohol consump- will require additional police presence at future Setion.
“By federal law, we have nior Nights has not yet been
the ability to contact parents determined.
Smith expressed concern
on the first violation of underage consumption,” said about the alcohol-centric
nature of Senior Board proSmith.
“We know underage stu- gramming.
“ I ’ v e
dents
are
asked
segoing
to
nside:
niors whethconsume al- The Newswire examines
er
they
cohol, we’re
the repercussions of
can have a
not naïve.
widespread, unfounded
successful
H o w e v e r,
event withthe law is rumors on campus p.
out alcohol,
the law.”
Smith also shot down and some of them tell me
several rumors that have they can’t, and I challenge
been swirling around cam- that,” said Smith.
Despite what many stupus in regards to drinking.
“We’ve heard there’s a dents are hearing, Smith
rumor that there’s a cam- claims that Xavier has not
paign to make Xavier a been implementing an alcodry campus, and in no way, hol “crackdown” this year.
“We’re enforcing the exshape or form are we trying
isting alcohol policies more
to do this,” said Smith.
There is nothing that I’m so than we have done in the
aware of we’re telling peo- past, but the policies themple of age they cannot con- selves haven’t changed,”
said Smith. “We are being
sume alcohol,” said Smith.
Jordan Olinger, Co- more responsive to enforcPresident of Xavier’s Senior ing the policies this year
Board, the organization that than in years past.”
“I don’t think alcohol is
oversees programming such
as Senior Night at Dana more of an issue this year
Gardens and Senior Week, than it has been in the past,
agreed that many unsub- it’s always been an issue,”
stantiated rumors are flying said Smith.
However, Smith left the
about campus.
door open for change in al©2007
cohol policies in the near
The Xavier Newswire
future.
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“I don’t believe the existing alcohol policies are being enforced more strictly
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The first floor of the library has come a long way since the beginning of the semester. At a recent SGA Senate meeting,
Bob Cotter and Dr. Kandi Stinston said that the tools available on the first floor will act as a trial for the Learning
Commons project that is a part of campus expansion. They also said that student feedback for the facility in McDonald
will help shape the final product of the Learning Commons.

Prescribed abuse

As finals grow nearer, Adderall abuse among
students is becoming a growing problem
Jeff McMurray
Feature News Editor

Your biology final is in
eight hours, and you just
started studying. You have
to do well on the test. So
what do you do? How do
you stay awake?
For the past few years,
students on college campuses have increased the
use of the prescription drug
Adderall. The stimulant
gives students the “power to
learn,” allowing one to stay
up all night while studying.
Additional uses for the drug
include weight-loss as well
as trying to stay
awake during a
night of heavy
drinking.
The recreational use of
this drug
has
become so
standard
that
the
National
Institute of
Drug Abuse
(NIDA) has
done research on the increasing “prescribed abuse.”
The research done by the
NIDA has shown that the
more competitive the college

A f f l i ct e d

is, the higher the incidence
of Adderall usage. A report
that has been published by
the NIDA stated the findings
from a survey of thousands
of college students. The
study was conducted in April
of 2006 and shows that 5.9
percent of recreational use
is among the more competitive colleges compared to
1.3 percent use among less
competitive colleges.
The study also found that
white students were more
likely to use Adderall at a
rate of 4.9 percent while
African-American students
used it at a rate of 1.6 percent and Asian students at
a rate of 1.5
percent.
When
the study
w a s
broken
d o w n
e v e n
further,
the NIDA
also found
that students,
who have grade point averages (GPAs) below a B, use
Adderall to help them study
at a rate of 5.2 percent and
students with a GPA above
a B use Adderall at a rate of

a n d

3.3 percent.
The survey also shows
that students who are involved in a fraternity or sorority use Adderall at a rate
of 8.6 percent while those
who are not involved with
Greek life use it at a rate of
3.3 percent.
The statistics found by
the NIDA paints a sad but
true picture of today’s college campuses. When talking to Xavier students who
use the drug to help them
study, you begin to see why.
“I have never been able
to concentrate as well as I do
when I take Adderall,” said
a senior chemistry major
who requested anonymity.
“I get this tunnel vision that
allows me to study even the
most mundane material.”
Even though the material becomes easier to study,
the worry now that students
are forming a psychological
dependence that can cause
them to lose faith in their
abilities. Students become
so addicted to studying on
Adderall that they cannot do
any type of work without it.
When asked if he has a
dependence on Adderall, the
chemistry major had this to
say, “I don’t feel like I have

A f f l i ct

t h e

a dependence on it. I really only use it when either
I have a big test the next day
or when finals are approaching.”
The recreational use of
Adderall may be increasing
but where are the students
getting the drug in the first
place? Is it as easy to get a
hold of as other drugs?
When asked these questions, a junior philosophy
major, who also requested
anonymity, said “At first
it was kind of hard to get a
hold of, but once I did find
someone who would sell me
some, I could get any whenever I needed it”
The acquiring of Adderall might have been hard
for her but for most everyone else who uses the drug
recreationally, the source
is usually a friend, a suite
mate or the person who sits
next to you class. The list of
people who deal Adderall to
those who are not prescribed
the medicine goes on and
on. Most people would be
surprised to hear the number of people who deal their
prescribed drugs to other
people.
See ADDERALL, page 2
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BRIEFS
Katie Rosenbaum, Editor
News Desk: 745-3122
newswire-news@xavier.edu

Student Senator

All Card access
to dorms

New program to begin in January

Freshman Daniel Francis
has been selected as the newest student senator. After the
resignation of Student Senator
Shigeki Tanabe applications
were filed to fill the position.
Student applicants had to turn
in their application with 100
student signatures and interview
for the position.

RA meetings
Do you love to hang out with
people? Enjoy jobs with variety
and excitement? Do you want
to make a difference at Xavier?
You should consider applying
for a 2008-2009 RA position.
If you would like to learn more
about the position and the application process, please come
to one of the informational meetings: 12:30 p.m. Wednesday,
Nov. 28, in GSC 214, 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 29, in Tucker’s
Lounge and 3 p.m. Friday, Nov.
30 in GSC 214. If you have any
questions, please talk with a current RA, your hall director, the
apartments manager or e-mail
raselection@xavier.edu.

Darfur Fast
A student Anti-Genocide Coalition is supporting a national
event called the Darfur Fast. The
purpose is to raise money for
refugees of the genocide in Darfur. The event is Wednesday, Dec.
5. Students can donate meals and
board points off of their meal
plans in the caf. You are also able
to donate money. This event is
part of Darfur Awareness Week
Dec. 3-7. If you have any questions please email Debbie Westman at westmand@xavier.edu or
standxu@xavier.edu.

Manresa Core
The Office of Student Involvement is pleased to announce
Manresa Core 2008. The following six students have been selected to coordinate and implement
Manresa: Katriece Carter, New
Student Programs Coordinator;
Ola Shokunbi, Publications/Assessment Coordinator; Katie
Brennan, Special Programs Coordinator; Kyle Isaack, Spiritual
Activities Coordinator; Monica
Miller, Staff Coordinator; and
Dan Ready, Training Coordinator. For more information contact
busamla@xavier.edu, x4879.

The Xavier Newswire

◄ Adderall
continued from page 1
When speaking to a dealer, you
get the sense that they are only doing
it to make an extra buck, not trying
to be a hardened criminal. A junior
business major, someone who is
prescribed Adderall and sells it, had
this to say:
“I’m really only doing it to make
some more money. Without selling
it, I would be just another poor college student with ADD. Now I’m a
college student who has ADD and
some money in his pocket.”
The business major had to stop
and think when asked if he ever
thought about getting in trouble for
selling the drugs or even selling
harder drugs such as marijauna or
cocaine.
“You know, the thought has
crossed my mind, but I figure that if

I only sell to people I know, I should
be in the clear. As for the other
drugs, I tried to sell pot once, but
that go too tricky. So now I’m just
sticking with selling Adderall.”
What makes this such a hard
subject to tackle is that the people
who use the drug to help them, just
like the dealers, don’t think they are
doing anything wrong.
They think that if they just take it
once, it’s not hurting anyone.
Many people even think that
Xavier is immune to something of
this nature because we are such a
small campus but as you can see,
it affects all colleges. Everyday,
more and more students are using
the drug and staying focused. The
cost doesn’t matter to them, only
the grade.

Newswire photo by erika Breese

All Card access to the dorms is planned for the beginning of the spring
semester.
Stephanie Metz
Assistant Campus News Editor

Plans are being made to implement All Card access to dorms by the
beginning of the spring semester.
“Card access to the residence
halls was the highest ranking among
residential/safety improvements on
campus in a survey we administered;
therefore, it became one of our top
priorities as SGA Executives,” said
SGA president Maggie Meyer.
The project is still being developed, but the committee is hopeful
that it can be accomplished in time.
“Many staff members at Xavier
will be putting in long hours from
now until January and will be doing
extra work over the holiday break
to have it completed for the spring
semester,” said Kailin Borton, student representative on the All Card
Access committee.
Card readers will be installed
on most of the outdoor entrances
of Brockman, Husman, Kuhlman,
Buenger and the Commons. Students should be able to swipe their
All Card to unlock outside doors instead of using their keys. However,
keys will still be needed to unlock
individual rooms.
Dean of Students Dr. Luther
Smith believes “The main reason for
changing from key access to card access is clearly enhanced safety.”

When a student loses their All
Card “access to the residence hall
can be stopped as soon as it is reported and a new card issued. Whereas
with key access, if a key is lost or
stolen anybody who retrieves the
key can gain entrance to a residence
hall,” said Smith.
However, the system is not
foolproof. Director of Residence
Life Lori Lambert believes that
“the system is only as good as our
students.”
The goal is that each student
swipes their individual card to gain
entry to the building, which “will
help the system to be more effective.” However, “our students are
very nice and like to hold the door
for people,” said Lambert, which
defeats the security All Card access
can provide.
The decision has not yet been
made as to who will have card access
to buildings. According to the way
the computers are programmed all
students could have access to all of
the dorms via their All Cards or oncampus residents could be limited
to their specific building. Residence
Life will provide more information
to students as the spring semester
approaches, said Lambert.
Students themselves will not
have to do anything for the card access project.

- Editor’s Note I want to assure the Xavier community that no member of
the Xavier Newswire staff had any role in planting offensive
inserts in copies of the Newswire in Husman and Kuhlman
Hall on Wednesday, November 14. This act vandalism
was reprehensible, crude, and above all, pretty stupid. We
have taken all possible steps to see that the vandals are held
responsible for their actions. We’d like to thank Residence
Life and Campus Police for their cooperation and sensitivity in
handling this matter.
- Patrick Stevenson

photo Courtesy of scottishmicrobiology.org

Students may use Adderall to help them focus when they are studying.

Police
Notes

Nov. 13, 1:21 p.m. - Two nonstudents acting suspicious and
sleeping in a car in the Elet lot were
escorted off campus.

Nov. 17, 3:40 p.m.- A Physical
Plant employee turned in a glass
pipe with marijuana residue that was
found on the greenspace.

Nov. 13, 6:53 p.m.- A student
was re-cited to go to court on an
outstanding warrant in the Woodburn lot.

Nov. 18, 12:57 a.m.- Four students and non-students observed
with open containers in the South lot
were cited for underage consumption, possession of a fake ID and
failure to cooperate with university
officials.

Nov. 14, 2:45 p.m.- A student reported the theft of his All Card from
the laundry room in the Village.
Nov. 15, 1:30 p.m.- Campus Police investigate a report of a subject
possibly breaking into the garage of
a student residence on Ledgewood
Avenue.
Nov. 16, 1:48 a.m.- An intoxicated student causing a disturbance
in the Gallagher Student Center was
cited for underage consumption,
disorderly conduct, and failure to
show an All Card.
Nov. 16, 3:51 p.m.- A student reported that two of his tires had been
flattened in the Village lot.
Nov. 16, 7:50 p.m. - An employee reported that his car had been
broken into in the Husman lot and
that several items including prescription medications had been stolen.
Nov. 17, 12:21 a.m.- A student
and a non-student were cited for
underage consumption and carrying
open containers outside Buenger
Hall.

Nov. 18, 3:08 a.m.- Campus
Police assisted a student in the 900
block of Marion Avenue who reported that someone was trying to
break into his residence.
Nov. 20, 2:49 p.m. - A student
reported that he was threatened by
another student during a dispute of
over a parking spot in the C-5 lot.
Nov. 23, 9:20 p.m. - A student
was cited for throwing an object out
of a fourth story window in Kuhlman Hall.

Police Note
of the Week
Nov. 14, 7:05 p.m. –A student
working for the Newswire
reported that someone had placed
vulgar inserts into newspapers in
the Kuhlman Hall lobby.
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HPV vaccine available Professor Profile:
at health center
Suzanne Chouteau
Emily hoferer
Arts and Entertainment Editor

The vaccine for the human papillomavirus, more commonly known
as HPV, is available at McGrath
Health and Counseling Center, but
there are a few things to be aware
of before you call to schedule your
appointment.
HPV is a sexually transmitted
virus that affects over 20 million
Americans. The virus is relatively
harmless, but if it advances it could
cause genital warts or cervical
cancer, according to the Centers for
Disease Control.
The virus causes normal cells in
the cervix to turn abnormal. In most
cases HPV goes away without the
person knowing that he or she was
infected.
But in some cases it does not, and
it causes cervical cancer in women.
It’s estimated that 50 percent of
sexually active men and women are
infected with HPV at some time in
their lives.
Women between the ages of
13-26 are encouraged to the get the
vaccination. There are 40 different
kinds of HPV. The Gardasil vaccine
only guards against diseases caused
by HPV types 6, 11, 16 and 18.
These types were selected because
types 6 and 11 cause 90 percent of
genital warts cases and types 16
and 18 cause 70 percent of cervical
cancer cases.

Getting the vaccination at the
Health Center will cost $135 a dose.
Insurance can cover the cost, but
women should check before getting
the vaccine. “Some insurance companies will only cover the vaccine
if it is given at the home primary
care physican or gynecologist office. Some insurance companies
do not cover vaccines,” says Mary
Rosenfeldt, the nurse supervisor at
McGrath Health and Counseling.
Rosenfeldt urges every potential
patient to check with their insurance
companies before they schedule
an appointment. The $135 charge
will be billed on the bursar bill, but
Health and Counseling will provide
the necessary paperwork for the
insurance company.
The vaccine comes in three doses.
The second should come about two
months after the first and the third
about six months after the first.
A s with all vaccines, there are
certain risks such as infection, fever
and vomiting. Women who may be
allergic to any of the ingredients or
may be pregnant should not receive
the vaccine.
If a woman cannot receive the
vaccine from McGrath Health and
Counseling, she can get it from her
gynecologist or general practitioner.
McGrath also offers flu shots and
other vaccinations including hepatitis, tetanus and vaccines necessary
for traveling abroad.

Megan Jacobs
Staff Writer
Art is everywhere nowadays. It is
spray painted on buildings, hung on
walls, and even
tattooed on
bodies. Mrs.
Suzanne Michele Chouteau, Art Department Chair
and art history,
drawing and
printmaking
teacher, tells
what she would
do with some of her favorite artists,
art she wants to visit in other countries and what she does when she is
not teaching art or creating art.
Q: What degrees do you
have?
A: I have a BA in Art from Saint
Ambrose University, an MA and
an MFA, Master of Fine Arts, in
Printmaking from The University
of Iowa.
Q: What classes do you
teach?
A: I teach
various art history classes,
printmaking
of all kinds, a
drawing class in
Rome, but right
now generally
printmaking
and art history.
Q: What did you want to be
when you were little?
A: An artist.
Q: If you could change your
profession now, what would
you choose to be?
A: I can’t think of anything that
I would want to do more than what
I am doing right now. Maybe an
artist more valued in the culture
she lives in.
Q: What is your favorite
thing about Xavier?
A: The people: the students, my
colleagues, the faculty. I like the
community of people at Xavier. It
is a very welcoming and supportive
environment.

Newswire photo by erika Breese

The HPV vaccine is available for women at the Health Center from the
staff including Dr. James P Konerman.

-Paid Advertisement-

EATING DISORDER – SCREENING DAY

Could you or a friend have an eating disorder?
Join a group of XU Clinical Psychology
Graduate Students from the
Psychological Services Center for a
confidential screening with further
treatment options available.
Drop in at the Gallagher Student Center, Rm. 214:
Monday Dec. 3rd between 6-8pm or
Wednesday Dec. 5th between 6-8pm
For any questions, please call Sofie Nilsson at 745-1032 ext.5



Q: What is your least favorite thing about Xavier?
A: That it
is not in the
Smokey
M o u n tains or
out west in
a beautiful
setting, because that
is what I like.
Q: If you were a contestant
on “Survivor” what is the one
thing you would bring that
you can’t live without?
A: I am thinking of all my favorite music but I can’t have anything
with batteries, so if I couldn’t do that
I would bring a pencil and paper.
I wouldn’t even need an eraser as
long as I have pencils and paper.
Q: What is the biggest pet
peeve when it comes to your
students?
A: Students who make excuses
for themselves. I would rather have
it straight up.

Q: What is on your iPod or
playlist right now?
A: Joni
Mitchell’s new
album “Shine,”
Steve Earle,
Bruce Springsteen, Mark
Knopfler, Los
Lobos, Richard
Thompson – I don’t have an iPod,
I stick to the good old fashioned
CDs.
Q: What is one country
that you would want to visit
because of the art there?
A: A country I haven’t been to
yet to visit the art is Germany or
Spain.
Q: What do you do outside of class time and office
hours?
A: I read a lot, I read for pleasure, I also
keep regular studio
hours and I
spend time
with my
family. My
husband,
son and I travel. Over Christmas
we are traveling to Costa Rica to the
Cloud Rain Forest to see pretty
birds and plants and things.
Q: What made you want to
study art?
A: I always did want to study
art; I have never not wanted to do
it. I think it was because it was a
necessity.
Q: If you could hang out
with a famous artist for a day,
who would you choose to hang
out with?
A: Albrecht
Durer and Rembrandt. Living
artists I would be
Anslem Keifer or
Lucian Freud. He
has the key to the
National Gallery of
London and I would like to go and
draw from the collection with him.
I would also want to drink tequila
with Frida Kahlo.
Q: What is one other subject that you would want to
teach?
A: If I was capable, English Lit.
Probably 20th century, more contemporary stuff.
Q: What is a club you would
join at Xavier?
A: Probably a club that deals
with peace and justice. That is what
I did in college.
Q: What do you think Xavier should have on campus
after it is expanded?
A: I would love a fine and performing arts center.
Q: Do you have any advice
for your students?
A: Be like a sponge and soak
everything up. This time in life is a
time to try everything. Explore all
the facets of yourself.
Q: Is there anything that
your students should know
about you?
A: I like to climb mountains
and I worked my way through grad
school. How do those things relate?
I’m used to working hard for things,

BRIEFS
Prayer Service
Blue Christmas prayer evening will be held 7 p.m. Monday,
Dec. 3 for anyone acutely aware
of loss, illness, deceased family members, job loss or painful
or unmanageable change of all
kinds during this season. All are
welcome. For more information,
contact Stephanie Beck Borden
at x1908 or beckborden@xavier.
edu.

Fair Trade fair
There will be a Fair Trade
fair from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on
Nov. 28, 29, 30 and Dec. 6 and
7 on the first floor of Gallagher.
This event, sponsored by the
Fair Trade Club, will feature Fair
Trade items including jewelry
and soap. For more information
email Sarah Wood at Woods1@
xavier.edu.

Holy Power Hour
All are invited to begin the
Advent season with a Holy Power
Hour, 8 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 1 in
Bellarmine Chapel. The event,
sponsored by Life After Sunday,
will consist of one hour of Eucharistic Adoration and a brief talk
on the importance of the Advent
season. All are welcome. Contact: Julio Minsal-Ruiz, LifeAfterSunday@xavier.edu for more
information.

Finals at LAC

If you plan to take your finals
at the LAC, you must submit a
test sign up sheet by 5 p.m. Friday, Dec. 7. We will accommodate any final exam request we
receive prior to this time. However, we will not accept requests
submitted after this time. If you
have any questions, contact
Stephanie Mosier at mosier@
xavier.edu or 745-3214.

World AIDS Day
Come participate in Xavier’s
World AIDS Day, Friday, Nov. 30.
Activities include Xavier’s AIDS
Awareness Informational Fair and
our very own Dr. Robbins speaking on the topic of AIDS. Please
wear red on that day. If there
are any questions contact Mina
Devine at Devinemb@xavier.edu
or call x8027.

Eating Disorders
Could you or a friend have an
eating disorder? Join a group of
XU Clinical Psychology Graduate
Students from the Psychological
Services Center for a confidential
screening with further treatment
options available. 6-8 p.m. Monday, Dec. 3 or Wednesday, Dec.
5 in GSC Rm. 214. For more
information contact Sofie Nilsson, x1032 ext.5.
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Are you a soldier
of fortune?
If so, the
Newswire would
like to hire you to
protect our
newspaper from
Residence Life and
vandals
C\i_g` tjpm ^mlmj]rdoc[Yj]
with questionable
grammar.
Email us
at

Earn a mastEr’s dEgrEE in nursing—with or without a bachElor’s dEgrEE in nursing.
midas program: ?`ndbi`_nk`^dØ^\ggtajmocjn`rdoc\
]\^c`gjmÏn_`bm``di\ijoc`mØ`g_'S\qd`mÏnHD?<Nkmjbm\h
^\i`\mitjp\h\no`mÏn_`bm``diipmndibdiepno-+hjiocn)
<kkgd^\odjin\m`]`dib\^^`ko`_ajmA\gg-++3\_hdnndji)

msn program: Ajmocjn`rcj\m`m`bdno`m`_ipmn`nrdoc\
_dkgjh\'\nnj^d\o`Ïn_`bm``jm]\^c`gjmÏn_`bm``diipmndib'
S\qd`mÏnk\mo(odh`HNIkmjbm\hdn_`ndbi`_ojhjq`tjpoj
oc`i`sog`q`g)
information sEssions

?`^)1'15++k)h)dioc`N^cdA\hdgt>jia`m`i^`>`io`m
dioc`>dio\n>`io`m)
>gjegj]af^gjeYlagf
qdndorrr)s\qd`m)`_p*HNI'
^\gg0,.2/0(,++4
jm`(h\dgh^_ji\g_;s\qd`m)`_p)

newswire@xu.edu
Exclusive online content! (occasionally)
www.xavier.edu/newswire
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- staff editorials Widespread panic, few facts
“They’re trying to take away alcohol from Senior Board events!”
“They want to take away beer from Ryan’s!”
“They’re trying to make Xavier a dry campus!”
But guess what: they’re not.
Get the full story:
There’s a growing concern with the ad- “Alcohol ‘crackdown’
ministration that students are blowing little
overblown” p.
rumors about this issue out of proportion,
and we at the Newswire think that’s completely justified.
We’re totally mystified about where some of these rumors are starting, and we’re extremely disappointed in many students for propagating
rather outrageous rumors without bothering to take any steps to discern
their validity.
As you may have noticed, the Newswire is strongly in favor of challenging and evaluating the decisions and policies of the administration,
but we think it is incredibly irresponsible that many uninformed students
hysterically proclaim completely unsubstantiated rumors to anyone who
will listen.
We’ve talked to a few students recently who seem concerned enough
about the alcohol “crackdown” on campus to stage a sit-in in the President’s
office, yet they are completely unable to send Fr. Graham an email.
The Newswire recognizes that it is our job to investigate rumors, and
we will certainly continue to do so, but we also want to encourage students
to put a stop to all this rumor-mongering.
Furthermore, if you did hear that Xavier was going to be a dry campus
and you were legitimately concerned about it, you owe it to your fellow
students to actually address your concern through proper channels, rather
than complaining to your friends and furthering falsehoods:
You could write to the student newspaper (We are assured that the
administrators do actually read the Newswire).
You could attend the SGA senate meetings and voice your concerns at
the public forum (The senators have lunch with a different administrator
basically every day).
You could send an administrator an email (Administrators are actually much more adept at checking and responding to emails than many
academics).
And you MUST attend the Student-Administrator Forum at 1:30 p.m.
on Monday, Dec. 3, in the Gallagher Student Center Theatre.
For all the student complaints and whines directed at the administration,
it would be criminal for us students not to show up.
If you, like the students featured in our Mall Talk feature, feel that
the administration do not take a vested interest in you, then show up on
Monday and let them know.
We must respond to their efforts to reach out to us.

1

Attention would-be vandals:
With extra-budgetary funding that SGA ear-marked for a solution to
an ever-growing problem, the Newswire staff is taking steps to ensure the
proper use of its publication.
For starters, we have hired security guards, a brute squad and a brute
squad of security guards to monitor newspaper racks on campus.
They have been authorized to subdue any wayward hall directors,
adolescent pranksters and the like.
Also, future issues will include warning labels, like “Not a Toy” and
“Flammable (and inflammatory).”
We hope that these measures will help to affirm the Newswire’s identity:
a weekly student newspaper that informs and is informed by the Xavier
community.
Without these efforts, it is doubtless that policy-makers will continue
to rightly refer to segments of the student body with a tone reserved for
juveniles.

—L E T T E R S

Insulting Insert
We would just like to comment
on the rather offending insert that
was added into the Nov. 14 issue of
the Newswire. Normally we throw
away the inserts because they are
nothing more than a Geico ad.
That edition, however, was different and we stopped mid-toss into
the trash.
Now we wish we would have
placed this where it belongs.
We don’t know who wrote this
but first off they have way too much
time on their hands to print enough
copies and place them into each
individual paper.
We’ll admit, at first we thought
that the insert was funny, until we
got to the part about “Zeus . . .
transforming all of the women [at
Xavier] into hideous creatures.”
This was uncalled for. We’re
sorry if whoever wrote this has
been unlucky in the aspect of relationships while here at Xavier, but
that is not a reason to make derogatory comments about over half the
Xavier student population.
And may we just remind the
anonymous writer that there are
actually more females on campus
than males, and that he just ticked
off said female students so it would
appear that his unlucky streak is
going to continue.
We’re not saying that we think
that the Newswire staff condoned
this offensive piece of literature, but
we are suggesting that they have a
closer supervision on the delivery
of the paper.
Anne Ogle | 2010
Brie Cupp | 2010
Vicky Gomez | 2010
Sara Blomenberg | 2010

your view
250 words
by monday night
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Dr. Wong Was Wrong
As a senior social work major
with a gender and diversity studies
minor, I feel compelled to respond
to the article “Thinking Beyond
Appearance” by Dr. Wong.
While I understand that Dr.
Wong is attempting to state the
importance of thinking of diversity in terms of intelligence and
personality instead of race, color,
religion, sex, sexual orientation,
etc., I believe one key element is
being lost.
He says, “We bring more to
Xavier than our skin color and genetic make up. We bring to Xavier
our special personality, unique individuality and separate experiences.
We are much more than a label.”
But what if I am a woman? What
if I am homosexual? What if I am
black?
Am I supposed to blend in with
the rest of our melting pot society
and not allow those aspects of my
heritage, background, lifestyle, and,
most of all, personality, shine?
To say that we should no longer define ourselves by labels, I
understand.
However, to say that we should
not overcome discrimination by
helping people rise out of those
labels is wrong.
Discrimination will not end if
we merely suppress these important
aspects of our soul.
Discrimination can only end
when society compensates those
who have been discriminated
against with the proper forms of
respect.
Is it wrong to allow a safe place

for women to come when they have
been sexually harassed? Is it wrong
to allow a student, who might not
have had the opportunity otherwise,
to receive a higher education with
the proper legislation?
More importantly, is it wrong
that Xavier is making efforts to
show the proper forms of respect
to end discrimination?
In a perfect world, equality
would be able to happen as Dr.
Wong describes. Unfortunately, in
2007, our world has not come even
close to perfect.
Women are still receiving 75
cents for every dollar a man makes.
African Americans are still disproportionately represented in the
areas of homelessness, poverty,
addiction and lack of education.
I am proud to attend a school that
will fight to end discrimination the
right way.
I am proud that there are student
organizations that have done amazing things because of their labels.
Thank you, Black Student Association, for rising up to show
us what real leadership looks like.
Thank you, Xavier Alliance, for
showing Ann Coulter what true
concern for our nation is. Thank
you, Women’s Center, for giving
all women a safe place to feel accepted, cared for and welcome.
Thank you Xavier, for doing the
hard things that show the true spirit
of social justice.
Lauren Hendrickson | 2008
President of Student Social
Work Organization

View From The Cheap Seats
I am so tired of standing in the
small section of cheap seats offered
to the students.
After spending nearly $30,000 a
year to go to this school you would
think we could get better seats.
But that isn’t where my beef is.
When I stand there among the
“you... you... you suck!” X-treme
Fans and look around Cintas Center, I notice the open seats that
exist around half court only a few
rows back.
These are the seats of some rich
old man who only shows up to a
Miami or UC game.
This man doesn’t care how much
season tickets cost or that his seats
are constantly empty.
Why is this?

It is because there is no place
for people to dump their unused
tickets so that someone else can
use them.
That old man who doesn’t plan
on going to a Coppin State game
isn’t going to stand outside and
scalp them. He won’t even give
them away to a 5-year-old kid who
would give the world to see a game
from those seats.
I have never sat courtside or
even around mid-court, but I can
stand slightly buzzed off Bud Light
and notice that there is a problem
with our old season ticket holders.
And that is my beef!
Tom Skiba | 2008
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With Jeff McMurray

“How much do you think the administration cares about student concerns?”

Tim Halverson
Class of ‘11
“Not a lot!”

Jenny Higginbotham
Class of ‘08
“You know what
a real concern is?
Rabies.”

Alexis Ponder
Class of ‘11

“I have no real
opinion or care.”

“I’m only a freshman so I really
can’t tell.”

Jackie Stamp
Class of ‘10

Tom Rose
Class of ‘11

Quyen Nguyen
Class of ‘08

“I think they want
you to think they
care, but they
haven’t proved it.”

“Probably about
as much as we
care about the
administration.”

“They absolutely
care...as soon as
the check clears.”

Sarah Snow
Class of ‘10
“They haven’t
fixed Dana yet so
I would say they
don’t care.”

Ben Brinker
Class of ‘09

It’s about giving, not the getting
I hope all of you had a great and
wonderful Thanksgiving break. I
spent most of mine eating turkey
and gravy, sleeping past noon and
watching college football (GO
MIZZOU TIGERS). For the most
part I had a good break. However
there was one thing that seemed to
catch my attention in a weird way:
all the commercials and hype about
“Black Friday.”
It seemed like every store possible had a special sale or clearance
for the day after Thanksgiving.
Stores were opening as early as
3 a.m. on Friday and some even
opened Thanksgiving Day. I am
sure you watched your local television stations at home and saw
news stories in which people waited
hours for stores to open. I know that
some of you even stood in those
store lines to get an early start on
Christmas shopping.
This made me wonder if “Black
Friday” is more of a holiday than
Thanksgiving. People seem to be
more excited about “Black Friday”
than the day we are supposed to
be celebrating. Just think about it:
People wait hours in the dark and
cold of the early morning hours

to be the first in line as if they are things or shopping every now and
waiting for tickets to the Rolling then, but I think that the craziness
Stones. Stampedes happen as the of Black Friday has gotten out of
doors open to let customers inside. hand.
You can witness the madness on
When shoppers are getting vioYouTube. The clips remind me of lent in the stores over Tickle Me
the scene in “The Lion King” when Elmos and Cabbage Patch Kids, I
Simba is running away from the think it’s time to take a major chill
stampede of wildebeest and Mu- pill. Seriously, Tickle Me Elmos? I
fusa saves him and gets trampled don’t understand what drives these
to death.
parents to get physical over
I think we need to rea toy that their child might
evaluate our priorities as
play with for a month or
a society and place value
two. Maybe it is just the
on things that are more
fact that I am not a parent
important. It’s called
yet, but I know that I will
“Thanks”giving for a
never wait in the dawnreason.
ing hours of the morning
I remember when
for a freaking toy.
I was younger and in
I would like to proelementary school we
pose some thoughts.
mfreke
had to write essays akpaninye Would it be a crazy
about what we were
idea if stores opened at
thankful for. Usually I wrote about regular hours on the Friday after
things along the line of my family Thanksgiving? What if we did
and being healthy and alive. Nowa- away with “Black Friday”? Would
days I wonder if kids are writing the world suddenly end? I think we
about how they are thankful they need to shift our gears back to famgot the newest iPod or the newest ily values instead of material ones.
gaming system.
When it’s all said and done, it isn’t
I am definitely not saying that the things you have in life but the
I am totally against having nice people you share them with.

So It Goes by Matt Kroeger
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Consumerism
kills culture

When artists—e.g. record comThe world of music is often
referred to as an “industry,” which panies—concern themselves with
gives testament to the broad mis- relating to consumers (and believe
conception of what music has be- me, a great deal of attention is
come (an industry) rather than what paid to marketing bands in a very
precise, predetermined way), they
it should be (an art form).
I recently read an article that is lose sight of what you would think
would be the artists’ original goal,
still bothering me to this day.
Chuck Klosterman wrote in which is to make good music.
Any effort put towards market“Esquire” (and I’m paraphrasing)
that country and rap “music” are ing is effort taken away from creatcurrently more successful than ing quality songs.
This fact makes “lifestyle” murock music because country and
rap are visibly attached to a certain sic inherently bad, which means if
there is any evidence rock is not
lifestyle.
“When someone says they like “lifestyle” music, it would suggest
“Save a Horse (Ride a Cowboy),” that rock is better than country or
by Big & Rich, or “I Go Back,” by rap.
Which it is.
Kenny Chesney, it actually says
I’m not sure who is to blame
something about who they
for this, the consumers or the
are and how they think,”
“industry.”
Klosterman wrote.
I would guess the con“When someone says
sumers, who aren’t exactly
they like the Hives or Ingetting more culturally incubus or Modest Mouse,
telligent.
I don’t know if it says
The industry is going
anything... I mean, what
to make whatever peodoes liking Linkin Park
ple buy, and that goes
mean? I suspect the
for all industries—
only thing it means
andrew
is that you like Linkin Chestnut television, film, sports,
diapers, whatever. And
Park.”
He is absolutely 100 percent we as consumers aren’t demanding
correct. You can tell a lot about a better quality.
More effort is put toward marperson by what sort of music they
listen to, assuming that music is keting movies (getting people to
believe they want to see them)
country, rap or emo.
But rock music seems to be the than is put it toward making quality
only genre that doesn’t necessarily movies that people would want to
denote something about the lifestyle see because they are good.
People vote for a president based
of its listeners (in most cases).
The thing that disturbs me is that on who they relate to more, not who
Klosterman sees this as the central will be the better president (whether
problem that is destroying rock ‘n they like to admit it or not), thus
roll, whereas I think it’s best thing candidates spend more time trying
to be likeable and less time conveyabout rock.
Sure, rock is losing out com- ing a reasonable platform.
They’re all slices of the same
mercially—fans are doubtlessly
more likely to buy an album if proverbial, overproduced pie.
The most unsettling thing about
they feel like their lifestyles are
all of this is that most of the people I
connected to it.
But Klosterman is missing the bring this up to acknowledge it, but
entire point of music, as many don’t seem to care. Or think it’s a
people often do, which is not to sell good thing.
Culture is dead, and we have
as many albums as possible.
The point of music is to be killed it.
good.

The Newswire:
Now accepting applications for the

brute squad

(see the advertisement on page 5 and
the staff editorial on page 6)
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John LaFollette, Editor
Sports Desk: 745-2878
newswire-sports@xavier.edu

Club hockey puts
up strong effort
The Xavier club hockey team
fell to traditional hockey power
Canisius College 8-4 on Nov. 17 at
Cincinnati Gardens.
The loss was the first at home
for the Musketeers, who are off to
their best start in the club’s history
at 4-2.
Matt Waskerwitz scored four
times to lead the Musketeers.
Dave Yunez led the defense that
helped to turn away over 60 Golden
Griffin shots.
The team will take on Cincinnati
on Friday and Saturday at Cincinnati Gardens.

Athletes get active
in community

Photo courtesy GOXAVIER.com

Junior Clinton Womack
On Friday, Nov. 16, a small
group of Xavier student athletes
visited Winton Hills Academy Elementary to play with children in
the local community.
The event was organized by the
Student Athlete Activity Council
(SAAC) as part of their efforts to
reach out to the local community.
The idea is to make the event a
regular occurrence for Musketeer
student athletes.
The students and players interacted with the kids by playing board
games and watching movies.
Students were able to ask the
athletes about what they do for their
respective teams.
The Xavier athletes shared advice on how the youngsters could
work their way up to the collegiate
level someday.
Juniors Becky Clark and Clinton
Womack represented the crosscountry team at the event.
Fellow sophomore Mark Febus visited from the men’s swim
team.

CORRECTION
In the Nov. 14 issue of the
Newswire, an article contained
an error in the reporting of the
men’s basketball team’s loss to
Miami (OH). Sophomore Jason
Love was charged with fouling
Miami’s Michael Bramos in the
game’s closing seconds.
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Hoosier daddies

Musketeers clamp down on defense, knock off #8 Indiana
John LaFollette
Sports Editor

In his biggest test against the
best competition he’s faced this
season, senior guard Stanley Burrell
clamped down with vice-like pressure on defense in leading the
Xavier men’s basketball team
to an 80-65 trouncing of eighth
ranked Indiana last Saturday night
to win the Chicago Invitational
Challenge.
“I don’t know if I’ve ever been
more proud of a player than I am
of Stan tonight,” said head coach
Sean Miller.
“To see the transformation in
him, in his last year, [for Burrell] to
be able to do that defensively means
the world to our team,” he said.
Burrell’s defense, which has
improved by leaps and bounds
since last season, was all the more
impressive when considering his
assignment.
Indiana’s star freshman and
point machine Eric Gordon had
averaged 28.8 points per game this
season.
Burrell held him to 20 points,
the second time he’s scored fewer
than 30 all year.
Junior guard C.J. Anderson and
classmate B.J. Raymond each added
19 points to lead a balanced Musketeer scoring attack that featured four
players in double figures.
Raymond also pulled down a
team-high 10 rebounds.
“B.J. Raymond is really off to a
great start,” said Miller. “ I knew he
was a better player, just by watching
him in practice. It’s great to see him
be able to do it in a game.”
“I think he adds even more balance than we originally thought we
had,” he said.
Anderson was named the tournament co-MVP for his play against
IU and in Xavier’s 98-49 double-up
of Coppin State in which he had
20 points.
He shared the honor with senior point guard Drew Lavender,
who averaged 11.8 points and 4.8

-
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Junior guard C.J. Anderson stifles the shot of Indiana’s Jordan Crawford. The Musketeer’s defense held Indiana
to just 65 points and 38.5 percent shooting from the field, their worst stats all year.
assists in the four games of the
tournament.
Lavender was personally invested in the Indiana game, playing against former coach Kelvin
Sampson for the first time.
Lavender played for Sampson
for his freshman season at Oklahoma, before Lavender transferred
to Xavier and Sampson left the
Sooners for the Hoosiers.
Lavender gave fits to his old
coach, diving in and out of the
Hoosier defense at will en route to
13 points and six assists.
Xavier passed the ball brilliantly,
seeming to always find an open

S p o r
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man, and in defending the Hoosiers
so well, were able to demonstrate
that Miller’s brand of high-speed
transition offense is capable of
knocking off the country’s best
teams.
Fittingly, Xavier cracked both
major national polls, earning a
ranking of 25th in the USA Today/
ESPN Poll and 23rd in the Associated Press Poll, marking the 12th
straight season in which the Musketeers have been ranked.
As is the case with many teams,
Xavier’s recent stays in the national
rankings have been short lived.
“Being ranked in the top 25 is

O p i n i o n

exciting for our team, but we’ve
been ranked in the top 25 last year
and the year before for about a total
of 48 hours,” said Miller.
“It’s nice to be thought of in
those terms, but it’s a whole different thing being the team that stays
there,” he said.
Xavier will have plenty of chances to prove that they can stay in the
top 25 with an upcoming month of
tough nonconference games.
This week Xavier hosts the
Oakland Grizzlies at 7 p.m. on
Wednesday, Nov. 28, and then the
Belmont Bruins at 7 p.m. on Sat.,
Dec. 1.

-

In defense of the homerun king
tyler grote
Staff Writer

If you are one of the millions
of people who boo the man, label
him a cheater or are screaming for
an asterisk, shame on you.
Barry Bonds, the man who broke
quite possibly the greatest record
in sports, is not the hero that Hank
Aaron was made to be. Rather, he
has been made a black sheep in the
world of sports and the poster boy
for what will be known as the infamous Steroid Era in Major League
Baseball.
My question is why?
Why do we, as a nation, despise
the man who did the unthinkable and caught up to Hammerin’
Hank?
Oh, that’s right, because we
assume that he took performance
enhancing supplements that somehow gave him the magic power to
hit 762 homeruns. Please.
If memory serves us correctly,

many more names have been
linked to steroids, names like Jason
Giambi, Mark McGuire, Sammy
Sosa, Jose Canseco and Rafael
Palmeiro.
Yet, Americans want to make
the all-time homerun leader their
scapegoat.
Why? Because he said he didn’t
do it? Or because he comes off as
arrogant solely because he won’t
tolerate the ridiculous questions and
accusations made by the press?
Mark McGuire broke the single
season homerun record and didn’t
admit to taking anything.
Sammy Sosa nearly did it and
never admitted to taking steroids.
Rafael Palmeiro, after pointing
to the camera and telling the nation
that he didn’t take steroids, was
later found to be officially linked
to steroids. But we choose to focus
on Barry Bonds.
Facts are facts; Barry Bonds is
a seven-time MVP, holds the re-

cord for all-time career walks and
intentional walks, is an eight-time
gold-glover and has made the All
Star Game 14 times. And we are
to say he did all this because of
steroids? Hear me loud and clear:
Even if Barry did take something,
the Mitchell reports will be producing hundreds more of our favorite
athletes that will have tested positive for some type of steroid.
If baseball decides to revoke any
awards or feats obtained by Bonds,
then they would be wise to erase
every stat earned by any player who
was officially linked to steroids.
Sounds a bit ridiculous doesn’t it?
My point exactly.
Give the man his due and let him
have his day in court.
It’s more important to realize
that this was a negative era for all
of Major League Baseball that ran
its course than to crucify one man
for the mistakes of hundreds of
others.

photo courtesy WORLDPRESS.com

Baseball’s new home run king.
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Muskies stumble in host tournament
T’Shia Phillips sets new rebound record, earns multiple honors after strong weekend
Doug Tifft
Associate Sports Editor

A pair of runs given up in the
second half cost the Xavier women’s basketball team a 61-56 loss to
Liberty in the championship game
of the National City XU Invitational
on Sunday at Cintas Center.
The Musketeers led by nine at
halftime, and held that lead until
midway through the second half
when the Lady Flames mounted an
11-3 run to cut the lead to one.
MVP Megan Frazee scored 10 of
her 28 points in a late 14-2 run that
put Liberty up for good.
Her sister and fellow all-tournament performer Moriah Frazee
chipped in with nine points and
five rebounds.
Sophomore forward Amber Harris did her part in the defeat, chipping in 20 points and six blocks.
She was followed closely by junior Jerri Taylor who had 18 points
and three assists.
However it was freshman T’shia
Phillips who was the lone Musketeer on the All-Tournament team
after she averaged 16.3 points and
16 rebounds for the tournament.
The Atlantic 10 also honored
Phillips by naming her the Conference freshman of the week for the
second straight time.
It marked the fifth straight week
that a Musketeer was named At-
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Freshman point guard Special Jennings is off to a promising start to her career at Xavier as she came off the
bench to lead the team with four assists against Houston.
lantic 10 Rookie of the Week after
Amber Harris received the honor
for the final three weeks of last
season.
The A-10 leading rebounder is

averaging 14 points and 13.2 rebounds per game along with shooting 57.1 percent from the field.
Phillips led the way in a first
round 69-47 win over Houston with

16 points and 18 rebounds.
Amber Harris was another of the
four Musketeers in double figures
as she contributed her 13th career
double-double with 17 points and

13 rebounds.
Freshman point guard Special
Jennings led the team in assists with
four while only turning the ball over
twice in 25 minutes of action.
The Musketeers rode a 54-39
rebounding advantage as they
parlayed a nine point halftime lead
into a victory.
Phillips had her best game of
the tournament in the second round
against McNeese State.
She scored 26 points and set a
new Xavier single game record by
hauling in 20 rebounds as the Musketeers cruised to a 97-60 win.
Taylor set a career high with 27
points on nine of 12 shooting from
long range.
Sophomore Maureen Hester
reached double figures for the second straight night as she was perfect
from the field and the free throw
line on her way to 12 points.
It was a career night for many
players as sophomore Alesia Barringer notched seven assists and
freshman Megan Askew grabbed
nine rebounds.
Led by Phillips, Xavier again
established dominance on the
glass with a 60-24 rebounding
advantage.
The Muskies now stand at 4-2
on the season and look forward to
a home test on Saturday against
crosstown rival Cincinnati.

The Slipper fits: Xavier volleyball dancing
Despite loss in A-10s, Musketeers receive at-large bid to NCAA Tournament
Paul Moeller
Associate Sports Editor

On Sunday, the NCAA Division
I Women’s Volleyball Committee
selected the field of teams for the
2007 Women’s Volleyball Championship.
Despite losing in the finals of the
Atlantic 10 tournament, Xavier’s
volleyball team received an at-large
bid to the tournament, the squad’s
first bid since 2001.
This is only the second time in
program history that the volleyball
team has had a bid to the national
tournament.
While 31 conferences receive an
automatic bid, 33 teams are selected
at-large. In 2001, Xavier won the
conference tournament over Temple
to receive an automatic bid.
The Musketeers, led by senior
Atlantic 10 Player of the Year Jill
Quayle and Atlantic 10 Coach of
the Year Floyd Deaton, will face
16th-ranked Cal Poly at 5:30 p.m.
on Friday, Nov. 30.
The match will be the second
meeting of the two teams this
year, the first of which was won by
Xavier when the Cal Poly Mustangs
were ranked 14th in the country.
Leading up to the news of the
tournament bid, the team had an
incredible week, to say the very
least. For most students, the weekend and two days of class leading
up to Thanksgiving break are full
of excitement for seeing the family
and over-eating traditional Thanksgiving cuisine.
But for the XU netters, the week
was a little different.
On Saturday, Nov. 17, the

Muskies took on Saint Louis in
the semifinals of the Atlantic 10
Tournament.
After dropping the first two
games, the Musketeers bounced
back and won the next three, defeating last year’s A-10 champion
by scores of 24-30, 32-34, 30-26,
30-23, 15-7.
The Musketeers advanced to the
finals of the tournament to face the
rival and 16th-ranked Dayton Flyers for the third time this season.
Despite Xavier’s best efforts,
the Flyers proved to be too strong,
defeating the Xavier squad in three
games.
Even with the loss, senior Jenni
Horvath and sophomore Hillary
Otte were named to the All-Tournament team for the Championship.
Immediately after Thanksgiving, the team was back in action as
they headed up to Oxford, Ohio, for
the A-10/MAC Challenge hosted by
Miami University.
Despite stellar double-double
performances from freshman Chelsea Campbell and sophomore Kelly
Ruth, the Musketeers fell to the
RedHawks in three games.
Quickly looking to turn things
around, the Muskies took on the
Western Michigan Broncos the
following day, Saturday, Nov 24.
After winning game one and dropping games two and three, Xavier
shifted into high gear and came
from behind to win by scores of 3018, 24-30, 20-30, 30-27, 15-7.
Xavier’s record currently sits at
24-10 and they are in the Stanford,
Cal. Regional of the NCAA Tournament.

photo courtesy GOXAVIER.com

A-10 Player of the year Jill Quayle (left) leads Xavier to its second NCAA volleyball tournament in school
history along with Jenni Horvath and Jenn Welsh (right).
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Xavier Bookstore gift guide
$10 and under

Stuffed D’Artagnan $10

•X cookie-cutter $9.95 Men’s argyle socks $6
•Xavier dog treats $9.95
•Basketball shaped notepad
with pen $9.95
•Xavier Frisbee $1.99
•Xavier ornament $9.95 shot glass $4.95
•Xavier colors lei $3.95
•Xavier silver
coffee mug $9.95

$20 and under
Hat $16		
Basketball pennant $18

Nalgene $15

$30 and under
•Apron $26
•Basketball pillow $26
•#15 Jersey $30
•Xavier hat $22
•Xavier doormat $26
•Basketball floor mat $30
		

•Xavier boxers $15.95
•The X-Shirt $15
•Crewneck sweatshirts
two for $20
•Xavier winter
accessories
-scarf $20
-gloves $16
•Musketeer tee and
golfball pack $16
•Xavier T-shirt $12.95
•Xavier car
decals $4.95-$14.95
•Xavier umbrella $12.95

FREE (yet priceless)
The Xavier Newswire

Arts & Entertainment
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A walk down Awkward Ave.
Dear fellow Lemmings,
I want to start off this column
by giving you all a tiny bit of background information to help shed
light on the stories to come. First
off, I am your typical college student that shares the same everyday
experiences as you, only mine seem
to be innately intertwined with an
element of awkwardness.
Let me explain. I can confidently
say that every night before my head
hits the pillow, I can think back to
at least one slightly uncomfortable,
cringe-worthy encounter that I exchanged with another human being.
Furthermore, there’s a pretty good
chance that said other human being
was you!
I felt it most appropriate to
begin this column by sharing my
very first awkward anecdote at the
university.
It was a Sunday evening in the
fall of 2005 and I was making the Imagine sitting across from any one of these guys in the library.
dreaded trip to our lovely McDon- posse. What was actually more to the stacks. But I did not get off so
ald Library to study for my general unnerving was the fact that he easily; the stranger then proceeded
chemistry test. I made my way to chose to sit directly on the other to speak to me. Of course back in
the third floor for some serious side of my carrel when the third the day speaking on the third floor
quiet study time (the library was floor happened to be practically was considered a faux pas of library
much different than its current state: vacant with a plethora of available etiquette. Everyone knows that
the intermittent sounds of hammers places to sit.
talking is for the first and second
and drills did not exist).
I feel it is now time to stress the floors, and so I was quite startled
I found a suitable carrel and absurdness of this action—no one by this gesture and wanted the
parked myself there, took off my chooses to sit directly across from conversation to end as quickly as
shoes and got
someone when possible.
comfortable. I
there are plenty
I whispered, “Pardon?” in reply,
was going to
of seats avail- but again he muttered something
be there for
able. This is a that was incomprehensible. At this
quite a while.
violation of the point I was about to just nod politeAfter about
personal space ly and say “OK,” but I was curious
an hour I was
code.
so again I said “Pardon?” this time
really getting
I q u i c k l y sounding slightly annoyed.
into the groove
let this go and
He replied, much more audibly
of things and
figured there and in a somewhat pompous tone,
the molar
was no point in “Are you trying to play footsie
equations I was
wasting my time with me?”
balancing from
overanalyzing
I was so taken aback by such an
my study guide
t h e t h o u g h t accusation that I was practically
were coming
p r o c e s s e s o f speechless for a moment and then
along nicely.
this poor over- shot back at him, “NO! Uh, NO!”
H o w e v e r,
dressed soul. I wondered, what kind of person
not five minA n d s o t h e just blatantly pulls that out from
utes later did
studying con- thin air?
this welltinued, and the
Then I remember that I had
dressed Miami
c o n v e r s i o n s taken off my shoes and perhaps that
photo courtesy jupiterimages.com
University
were going great is what he had felt, though there
wannabe comes waltzing into the and I felt that it was now time to certainly would not have been any
third floor, thus ending my con- check some of my answers with my initiation with a pair of unworn
centration spree and beginning the handy solutions manual.
shoes.
library charade.
I stood up to get the manual
Still standing there, leaning over
First off, I’m sitting there won- and that is when it happened: The his side of the carrel and creating
dering why he came to the library stylish stranger and I locked eyes quite a scene, I gave the only exon a Sunday evening dressed for a (so awkward!), but only for a split
night on the town with his preppy second as I overtly shifted my gaze

Live Wires
Saturday, Dec. 1

Friday, Nov. 30
Lisa Lampanelli $35
@ Taft Theater

@ Bogarts

Friday, Nov. 30
Little Brother
@ Bogarts

Sunday, Dec. 2
Peter Bjorn & John $20
@ Bogarts

$15

Bodog Battle of the Band $10

New Releases
The following discs are due for release on or after November 27..
Jordin Sparks Jordin Sparks (Jive) ... Celine Dion Taking Chances
(Sony) ... Keith Urban Greatest Hits (Capitol) ... MercyMe All That Is
Within Me (Sony) ... Led Zeppelin The Song Remains The Same (Rhino/
WEA).						
					
...All dates are tentative.
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BRIEFS
Emily Hoferer, Editor
Arts & Entertainment Desk:
745-2878
newswire-diversions@xavier.edu

AIDS Awareness
Week

photo courtesy facebook.com

planation I could think of for his
random footsie sensation: “Umm,
it’s my shoes?”
With a sarcastic chuckle and
a smirk, he said, “Ohh. Right.”
Frustrated and flustered, I barked
back, “IT WAS MY SHOES!” and
then slunk down into my seat.
Now where was I? Oh that’s
right, conversions. Yeah right,
my concentration was shot and all
I could think of was the fact that
this delusional person was sitting
in such close proximity to me and
that his misguided stare was practically burning through the thin piece
of wood that separated us. At this
point, any attempt to regain my concentration would be just ridiculous,
and I quietly packed up my things,
fetched my shoes and hightailed it
to the door.
What can I say? I am a tortured
soul.
It should be obvious by now that
it’s in fact the trivial interactions of
everyday life that most people disregard are what actually consume
and pollute my daily thoughts. That
being said, I would love for all of
you to join me, tripping down this
awkward avenue as I regale you
with the countless tales to come.

		
		

Sincerly,
Violet Finch

Learn about the dangers of AIDS
and how to protect yourself this
week. Wednesday, Nov. 28 the
ladies of Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority Inc. will have an AIDS
Awareness Sex Quiz in GSC.
BSA will be hosting an AIDS
Awareness walk from 6 to 9 p.m.
on Thursday, Nov. 29. An AIDS
Awarness Fair will take place
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Friday,
Nov. 30 in the GSC. During this
time there will also be free and
confidential AIDS testing. After
the fair at 3:30 p.m. Dr. Robbins
will be speaking on the AIDS
crisis in the atrium of Gallagher.
Sunday, Dec. 2 the Women of
LEAD and men of GOAL will
sponsor a viewing of the movie, “Life Support” with Queen
Latifa—time and location TBA.
.

Dance Marathon
Come and watch your friends
dance all night in the name of
charity. Revenue from the marathon will benefit Cincinnati Childrens Hopsital. The event takes
place from 7-11p.m. on Friday,
Nov. 30-31 in the O’Connor
Sports Center gymnasium.

Auditions
Auditions for “Steel Magnolias”
and “Hot ’n Throbbing” will
take place from 7 to 10 p.m. on
Wednesday, Nov. 28 and 29 in the
GSC Studio. Prepare a short 1-2
minute comedic monologue and be
prepared to do a cold reading for
both or just one of the plays. For
more information contact Christa
Hyson at hysonc@xavier.edu.

We love you...deep
down.

Classic Movie Night

www.xavier.edu/
newswire

The GSC Classic College Movie
this November is “Clueless.” The
movie will be shown at 11p.m. on
Thursday, Nov. 29 - Friday, Nov.
30 in the GSC Theater. The movie is
free to XU students with All Card.

-Paid Advertisement-

MTV SPRING BREAK
Panama City Beach

800-488-8828

www.sandpiperbeacon.com
FREE SPRING BREAK
MODEL SEARCH CALENDAR*
*V ALID FOR FIRST 1000 RESERVATIONS .

CALENDAR AND CLASSIFIEDS

12 week of November 28, 2007

wednesdaY
November 28

Every year, in the midst of the
holiday season, I find myself reevaluating my value system.
These times with family and dear
friends inspire me to make the most
of each moment and only do things
I truly care about.
Plus, with the gift-giving season
upon us, I feel an overwhelming
amount of generosity.
That’s why I’ve decided to treat
the entire Xavier campus to a special gift...I’m buying us a crew of
“Newsies.”
I’ve hired a bunch of real-life
young impoverished boys to yell
out the headlines from this week’s
Newswire. They’ll even wear the
silly hats!

The Xavier Newswire

Calendar City

Monday
December 3

I think the Newsies probably
need another story...and I’m plum
out of events to write about....
Hmmmm.....
By Briana Hansen. To place an item in the calendar, mail to hansenb@xavier.edu.
Roadrunner’s grandchild caught
up in online sex scandal with Wiley
E. Coyote!
November 29
December 1
Sonic the Hedgehog admitted to
Tonight is the last night you can the hospital with hip injuries!
Penguins, angry about global
catch the movie “Clueless” at 11
warming, decide to attack the
p.m. in the GSC Theatre. It also
elderly!
showed on both Thursday and FriIn other news, the Black Studay nights at the same time in the
dent Association will be holding
same place.
The Civil War...
an AIDS Awareness Walk on the
If you miss the movie, you can
also not “Like Totally Fabulous.”
Academic Mall at 6 p.m. today.
Extra! Extra! Read all about it!
Not everyone on campus is so easily turn on any reality TV show
Xavier University students were excited about the news that Hilary and be you’ll be bombarded by a
ranked No. 1 in the “Like Totally Duff think’s Xavier is “fabulous.” ton of women acting like idiots and
Fabulous!” category of the Hilary
“I’m not so excited about the dressing up like dolls. Unless, of
Me: “Of course I’ll marry you!”
Duff magazine. “People are fabu- news that Hilary Duff thinks Xavier course, you’re watching “A Shot of
Jake: “Yay!”
lous because I teach them how to is ‘fabulous,’” claimed the Blue Love” or “I Love New York.” Those
be fabulous! I’m so like awesome Blob, a Xavier mascot who appar- are both very classy shows with topJake Gyllenhaal dumps tramp
and stuff!” claimed P. Stevenson, ently has a magical ability to talk. notch contestants.
girlfriend and proposes to a Xavier
The only difference is that if University student! She says yes!
a prominent Xavier student leader
“Go away, Briana, I’m sick of
and long-time magazine subscriber. being in your stupid make-believe you see Brittany Murphy on TV
Researchers find no calorie chocnow, she will be skinnier and more olate! Fatties everywhere rejoice!
“I’m like so fabulous!” he unneces- interviews,” added my mother.
sarily added.
Xavier University may or may annoying.
not be “Like Totally Fabulous!”
AIDS, however, is not “Like
This just in! Smoking found
Totally
Fabulous!”
December 4
beneficial for lung development!
November 30
December 2
Not at all.
I can’t believe it’s December.
In order to ensure the Newsies
The Xavier Dance Marathon
I should probably work on my
I can’t believe it’s not butter.
This week is Darfur Awareness
have plenty to yell about, I will be will begin tonight at 7 p.m. at the transitions to make them a little Week...so keep your eyes and ears
I can’t believe there’s more to
filling this week’s column with more O’Connor Sports Center.
smoother and less crass.
open for information on Darfur-re- type in these spaces.
ridiculous stories than usual...so
It will continue (without stopNevertheless, if you’re interested lated events.
I can’t believe you’re still readbrace yourselves.
ping...hence the “marathon” part...) in learning more about AIDS, there
Between Darfur this week and ing this.
It’ll be just like sitting around all night long.
will be an AIDS Awareness Fair AIDS last week, Brittany Murphy
I can’t believe space creatures
the table at Thanksgiving listening
Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Gal- and Hilary Duff, this is one of the don’t treat earth as a lounge.
to your senile relatives tell boring promised to stop by the Dance lagher Student Center today.
I can’t believe she’s wearing
most uplifting columns I’ve ever
stories then having them tell you Marathon!
The fair will be followed up written!
that!
that you look fatter than ever and
They’re looking to adopt again with an informative talk by Dr. Tim
I can’t believe YOUR MOM.
I’m gonna get some Starbucks
you being heartbroken and vowing so be sure and look extra poor and Robbins at 3:30 p.m. in the GSC drive thru while texting and watchI can’t believe in can’t believnever to eat again. No...wait...um... troubled!
atrium.
ing!
ing “Material Girls” in my SUV.

Thursday

Saturday

Friday

Sunday

Tuesday

Classifieds

For classified orders and information, call Zach Nolden at 513-745-3561 or email him at Newswire-Classifieds@xavier.edu

For Rent
Spacious XU Apartments and houses. One to 13 bedrooms available and everything in between.Many with heat
and water paid. Easy walk or bike to class. Free off-street
parking and laundry on site. Call Scott at 673-4946 today!
Available for August and June: 1/4 mile from XU. Incredible 3 and 5 bedroom Apartments. Includes: A/C, Sunroom, Full Kitchesn, Laundry Room, Cable, Garage parking. Great closet space! Excellent Service! No Nicer place
in Xavier Market! Special party area to hang and relax! 5
bdrm $1775 ($335 per person), 3 bdrm $1050 ($350 per
person). All utilities included! Call Tim (513)266-6567

Houses For Rent 2 Blocks from Campus. 2, 3, and 4 bedroom houses available for this winter, next summer and
next school year,2 blocks from campus,clean,fully equipped,
off street parking, laundry, next to other student housing, please call 513-616-3798 or email cit545@aol.com
Huge 2 BR & 3 BR apartments, Washer & Dryer, walk
to class. Secure building with plenty of parking. Balcony
& large yard. Call 673-4946 to set an appointment.
3 or 4 bedroom apartment. Greatroom with ceiling fan’s
and fireplace. Coin-op laundry. Water paid. 3 bedroom$850. 4 bedroom - $1000. Deposit 1 months rent. Available now! Call Mike @ 300-2382. 4132 Huston, Norwood.

Piano Players Wanted to teach piano to children
in their homes. Teaching experience is not necessary but must have 5 or more years of formal lessons. Positions are year round and a minimum of one
year commitment is required. Pay is $21.00/hr plus
bonuses. 513-459-3069. www.playtimepiano.com
BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR HYDE PARK FAMILY. 3 Yr
old girl and two month old girl - flexible hours available.
Live 10 minutes away from campus. Call 513-600-5415.

Travel

Help Wanted
Spring Break 2008. Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go
House for rent. 6+ bedrooms. 4 bathrooms. 1/4 mile from Friendly Hyde Park Family is looking for a sitter for their Free. Call for group discounts.
Best Deals Guarcampus. 50x9 covered porch. 25x10 living room. Dyna- 3 year old girl- 3 days a week from 11:30-5:30. Flexibil- enteed! Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, S.
mite Student Housing. $1200/month. Call Mark 604-5159. ity on the days. If interested, please call (513)476-2709. Padre, Florida. 800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.






Oxford Apartments
1005-07 Dana Ave.







Now Leasing
$405 and up
http://www.apartmentsincinti.com
Manager: Art 513-961-3786
Office: 513-474-5093









Free Heat & Water
Walk to Campus
Cable/ Dial Hook-up
Air Conditioning
Parking

All the
cool
kids are
doing
it.

newswire-classifieds
@xavier.edu

